Nasolabial Flap In Oral Reconstruction – A Review
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Abstract
The use of Nasolabial flap (NLF) to reconstruct orofacial soft tissue defects is one of the oldest methods for reconstruction in the medical literature. The nasolabial flap was described 170 years ago and remains one of the most frequently used methods in facial reconstruction. This technically easy and maximally effective procedure has become a real workhorse and an integral instrument for every plastic surgeon. Despite the widespread use of this invaluable flap, there are still controversies over the terms used for the description of this flap. This article provides a description of anatomy, flap design, blood supply, NLF composition, flap motion, reconstructed area, and donor site morbidity.
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I. Introduction
Replacement of the soft tissue loss after traumatic injuries or surgical excision requires soft tissue flaps. Nasolabial flap (NLF) cover is one of the oldest techniques to replace orofacial soft tissue defects [1]. Sushruta, an Indian surgeon in 600 BC described a soft tissue flap very similar to what we know today as a “Nasolabial flap” [2]. The skin reservoir lateral the nasolabial fold can be used for oral cavity or facial reconstructions. NLF and melolabial flap can be used interchangeably but the latter term is used commonly by the dermatologists. The ease of surgery, probability of carrying out the procedure under local anesthesia in co-morbid patients and inconspicuous scar are the advantages of this flap [3]. Despite widespread use of this invaluable flap, there are still controversies about the terms used for describing this flap and there is not any comprehensive review about nasolabial flap [4]. In this article, all terms related to nasolabial flap are explained.

II. Anatomy
The Anatomy of the nasolabial region is complex. Nasolabial crease run obliquely from approximately 1 cm superior to the lateral alar rim to approximately 1 cm lateral to the corner of the mouth. Four expression muscles present in this region including part of levator labi superioris, levator labi superioris alaque nasi, zygomatic major and minor muscles (Tan et al., 2013). Facial artery passes deep to the risorius and zygomaticus major muscles but superficial to the buccinator muscle. It also gave off a superficial branch to the zygomaticus major and other small perforating branches to the overlying skin [5]. Extensive subdermal vascular plexus in this region supplies from four arteries; facial, angular, infraorbital and transverse facial [6]. The Buccal and zygomatic branches of the facial nerve innervate the expression muscles of the face from bellow (Fig. 1) [7].

FIG. 1 – NASOLABIAL FLAP REGION
III. Flap design

This flap can be used unilaterally or bilaterally in the form of a superiorly, inferiorly, or centrally-based pedicle flap[8]. The terms upper pedicled and cranially based have also been used for the description of superiorly based NLF [9,10]. The flap is commonly designed lateral to the nasolabial fold with the medial limit of the flap 2-3 mm lateral to this fold [11]. In the superiorly based NLF, the base of the flap is near the ala and the apex is in line with the oral commissure [12]. Sometimes when an extra length (10-12 cm) is needed, it can be extended to the skin over the mandibular border. This variant of the superiorly based NLF is called extended NLF[13]. In the inferiorly based nasolabial flap the apex of the flap is 5-7 mm lateral to the medial canthus [14]. Occasionally NLF is designed medial to the nasolabial fold. This has two indications, first: When the nasolabial flap is used for reconstruction of the upper lip (lateral subunit) and lateral limit of the resected skin falls medial to the nasolabial fold [15] and second: When it is used for nasal floor reconstruction in cleft patients [16].

IV. Blood supply

The majority of the NLFs are random pattern [17]. Some NLFs can be designed to have an axial pattern blood supply. These include: Inferiorly based axial nasolabial flap that is nourished by facial artery [18]. Superiorly based reverse flow NLF containing angular artery [19]. The other name for this axial pattern flap is retroangular flap [20]. The orbitonasalabial flap falls in this category[21]. Another arterialized NLF is medially based horizontal NLF that is nourished by the lateral nasal branch of the facial artery [22]. The last axial pattern NLF mentioned in the articles is based on the infraorbital vessels [23].This flap is nourished by infraorbital artery that is a branch of maxillary artery and has orthograde blood supply despite its superiorly based pedicle. The facial artery crosses the face below the expression muscle of the face and above the buccinator muscle [24], so the axial-pattern NLFs are thicker than random-pattern NLFs. The facial artery perforator-based NLF is a versatile flap that has the benefit of axial pattern blood supply through including a perforator branch from the facial artery and is thin because it is not necessary to include the facial artery and the expression muscle in the flap [25].
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FIG 4. The facial artery displayed in a cadaver dissection, showing the more common medial course

FIG 5. Cadaver dissection showing a less common lateral course of the artery

V. Flap composition

Table 1 summarizes the information obtained from the articles in this topic [26-30]. The composite nasolabial flap is the other variant that was not incorporated into the table. This is ordinary NLF that is lined with the skin and is supported by cartilage [31]. Applications for this variant of NLF is exclusively limited to the nasal reconstruction. Nasolabial gate flap is special inferiorly based musculocutaneous transposition NLF that can be used for functional reconstruction of the lower lip [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of NLF</th>
<th>Flap composition</th>
<th>Flap thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buried</td>
<td>Skinless</td>
<td>Integral flap thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defected</td>
<td>D+E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary</td>
<td>D + E + SQ fat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculocutaneous or Myocutaneous</td>
<td>Skin + Em</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-thickness</td>
<td>Skin + Em + buccal mucosa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. The flap motion

NLF can be transferred in three directions: Advancement flap: NLF moves in the direction of the long axis of the flap, mainly in cephalic direction. This kind of flap is called nasolabial V-Y advancement flap and is mostly used for infraorbital, medial canthus and lateral nasal reconstruction (Fig. 6) [33]. Rotation flap: The pivot point is the base of the NLF and the lateral limit of the defect coincides with the medial margin of the flap. This flap has a sole indication: reconstruction of the upper lip lateral segment [34,35]. Transposition flap: This type of NLF is a variant of rotation flaps. NLF is lifted and rotated to reach the defect [30,36]. If the distance between the nasolabial region and the recipient site is undermined to reach the flap from the donor to the recipient site by this route, this is called tunnelized NLF and if the NLF is passed over the intervening segment of intact skin, then the term interpolated NLF is used [37,38]. Reconstructed area should fall inside the rotation radius of NLF.
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VII. Reconstructed area and indications

NLF has been reported for the facial skin reconstruction of the ipsilateral infraorbital, cheek and lower eyelid (advancement flap), upper lip (rotation flap), philtrum (tunnelized flap), commissure, lower lip, and chin (transposition flap) [39-44]. Contralateral NLF could be considered for midline defects when ipsilateral flap is not available for reconstruction [45].

This flap is mainly used in face for the reconstruction of the nose (columella, tip, ala, lateral wall), for skin coverage and as nasal lining for nasal vestibule and septum or in the form of a turn-over flap in combination with the forehead flap [46-53]. Nasolabial flap perse can be used for nasal lining, and skin coverage when the defect involves the alar rim. Especially named superiorly based NLFs are used exclusively in nasal reconstruction.

These flaps included, folded NLF or bipaddled variant that is used for full-thickness alar defect reconstruction, when the alar rim is intact [54,55]. Bifid NLF is vertically split nasolabial flap that uses in nasal reconstruction when nasal tip and columella are designed to be reconstructed with the same NLF [56]. Spear twisted NLF is medially based nasolabial turn over flap for lining with a distal extension providing the cover with 90 twist of the NLF in between these two parts for full thickness alar defects involving the loss of the lateral alar groove. For small to moderate intraoral lesions, it is used for buccal, palatal, floor of the mouth, tongue, and maxillary/mandibular alveolar region [57-61].

VIII. Donor site complications

Donor site often is closed with direct closure. The width of the flap is determined by the laxity of the tissues in the nasolabial region so it is more useful flap in the elderly patients. The superiorly based flaps can be longer with extension of the apex of the flap to mandibular inferior border, while inferiorly based NLFs are more limited in length [62,63]. Hypertrophic scars in susceptible individuals and wound dehiscence are two possible complications, when donor site is closed under tension [64]. Subcutaneous plane undermining in the cheek and M plasty are two suggested techniques for reducing the tension during donor site closure [65]. If the simple closure of the donor site is impossible, a cheek rotation flap is mandatory for donor site management. Whenever NLF is used for intraoral reconstruction, the risk of the orocutaneous fistula and iatrogenic dermoid (inclusion) cyst should be considered.

IX. Discussion

Clinicians should know that the majority of the nasolabial flaps have random-pattern blood supply. Despite this fact, NLF is highly versatile because blood vessels in subdermal layer travel in axial direction, so the length/width ratio can reach near that of the true axial-pattern flaps [66]. This is true that it is not necessary to include facial artery in flap design for flap survival but facial artery preservation at the same side with nasolabial flap will increase the flap reliability.

Axial-pattern nasolabial flaps are thick flaps. They are more reliable and have more pedicle length [67]. They can be orthograde or reverse flow based on the facial and angular artery, respectively. In cases that facial artery is ligated, these flaps are not indicated but infraorbital-based nasolabial flap that is nourished by infraorbital artery (a branch of the maxillary artery) can be used.

Nasolabial flaps can have different thickness based on the reconstructive requirements. It can be thinned at the level of the dermis and epidermis when a thin pliable flap is needed for alar reconstruction or as thick as possible (full-thickness NLF) when it is used for reconstruction of through-and-through lip defects.
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For facial skin replacement, NLF can be used in the form of the advancement, rotation or transposition flaps while for oral cavity reconstruction; only available form is the transposition flap. The skin island variant of the NLF for facial reconstruction is mandatory when advancement or tunnelized NLFs are used for facial skin reconstruction [68]. This strategy in the advancement or V-Y NLF is necessary to allow movement in the direction of the flap long axis and in the tunnelized variant to avoid the second stage surgery for pedicle division.

The skin island nasolabial flap or other synonym term “subcutaneous pedicled NLF” is the only variant of the NLF available for intraoral reconstruction. 1-1.5 cm de-epithelialization of the skin flap near the base is necessary to prevent iatrogenic dermoid cyst formation when this flap is passed through the trans-buccal tunnel to reach the oral cavity (Fig. 8) [69]. The rate of implantation dermoid cysts with this flap is low and is limited to case reports. We have an experience with this unusual complication that occurred three years after usage of tunnelized NLF for philtrum reconstruction in a cleft patient.

It is important that the readers distinguish the vascular island NLF from the nasolabial island flap. The former is axial-pattern NLF that contains a named artery in the pedicle while the latter is a skin flap that is islanded to the subcutaneous pedicle [70,71]. Dermal pedicled NLF is more appropriate description for thin defatted NLFs [72].

The patient’s dentition is an important factor for selecting the nasolabial flap for intraoral reconstruction. For soft tissue structures inside the dental arch such as the palate, tongue, and mouth floor, the presence of the teeth blocks the NLF to reach these regions and even in edentulous patients need to the second stage surgery for pedicle division. Today for reconstruction of the tongue and palate, even in edentulous patients, there are better options other than the NLF. In the best conditions it replaces the lost mucosa with the skin and if used for mucosal reconstruction inside the edentulous arches, then a second surgery for vestibuloplasty and pedicle division is needed if the patient desires to wear dentures. The nasolabial flap has been used for small to moderate sized intraoral defects. However, bilateral NLFs for soft tissue reconstruction of large mandibular anterior region (up to 5 x 5 cm) in edentulous patients is encouraged (Fig. 9) [73].

Bilateral NLFs produce less asymmetry in the face while slight iatrogenic nasolabial asymmetry is seen in patients receiving unilateral NLF for intraoral reconstruction.

Buccal mucosal reconstruction with NLF in one stage is possible, both in edentulous and dentate patients. This flap has become popular in the treatment of limitations in mouth opening of patients with oral submucosal fibrosis with vertical mucosal bands in the cheek concomitant with coronoidectomy [74-77].

Eliminating nasolabial fold is common if this fold is incorporated into the flap. Periosteal suspension sutures and minimal erosion of the skin during closure of donor site is advised to prevent flat cheek formation [78]. In the medial canthal region, if the distance between the apex of the flap and medial canthus is not followed, medial lower eyelid ectropion is the result. Nasolabial rhomboid flap is a NLF with rhomboid design to prevent dog ear formation during closure of donor site.

Delay procedure is a strategy to increase flap survival, that mostly is used with deltopectoral flap but can be applied with the NLF for reducing complications related to the flap blood supply [79]. This variant is suggested when utilizing NLF or its blood supply is compromised such as in deep burned face or when extralong NLF is needed [80].

There is a false concept in NLF: The Musculo-mucosal nasolabial island flap is a misnomer and should not be applied for myo-mucosal flap in buccal region. NLF contains skin and a better term for this flap is FAMM (facial artery myomucosal) flap [81,82].

Reverse vascular or reverse blood flow NLF are acceptable terms, but reverse NLF that means thin, turn over superiorly based NLF with random pattern blood supply is not suitable.

Composite NLF means prelaminated flap with skin graft and cartilage. Applying this term to the any NLF containing expression muscles or buccal mucosa is not justified. Inherent limitations of NLF other than limited size of the flap pedicle are:

The problem of the hair in intraoral reconstruction with NLF is seen in extended NLF in male patients [83]. Trapdoor effect in the NLF is possible complication of this flap when it is used for facial skin reconstruction. It is an elevated and bulging deformity of tissue within the semicircular confines of a U-, C-, or V-shaped scar. This can occur in both superiorly or inferiorly based NLFs. The trapdoor deformity may be prevented or minimized by peripheral undermining about the recipient site of the flap equal to or greater in area than the recipient site [84]. Management of this deformity is via multiple z-plasty.

The limitation of this review is that all articles with nasolabial flap used for orofacial reconstruction are not included but a comprehensive review of this flap with limited number of references is done.

X. Conclusion

Nasolabial flap reconstruction of intraoral defects is a well-recognized technique. Because the flap is pedicled on the facial artery, single-stage closure with a smaller pedicle may be achieved if the proximal portion of the flap is de-epithelialized. A robust blood supply helps to ensure flap viability and prevents flap breakdown.
and fistula formation even in adverse conditions of excess tension or mild compression of the transbuccal pedicle. The bulk provided by the facial musculature helps to fill larger defects. It does not impair speech and causes only minimal donor site morbidity. The flap is not overly time-consuming or technically difficult to master; however, knowledge of the relevant anatomy is essential.
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